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under: 

MEMO OF OBJECTIONS 
By Shri M B Annekar by his Authorised Representative 

Tushar M Baddi R/o Hubballi 

I.TO.J.go(0) 

BRIEF FACTS 

Qu0T:06-03 

It is most respectfully submitted that the instalation bearing RR No 228021C standing in the name of 
MahaveerB Annekar, Hubballi was serviced for Commercial Installation with a sanctioned load of 15KWw 
under LT-3 tarif, here it is important to note that the meter of the commercial premises was kept 
vacant/idle from the month of Oct 2018 to March 2020. Such being the facts of the case, the Licensee has 
issued a demand note stating that the meter of the installation bearing RR No 228021C was found to be 
MNR and Rs 59805/- was demanded as alleged on 06.03.2021 as short claim from Oct 2018 to March 
2020. 

1. In the light of the above the consumer herein wishes to elaborate the case as 

i. It is evident to note from the customer history maintained by the licensee 
shows that the installation was read as NORMAL from Oct 2018 to March 
2020. 

ii. It is also important to note that even assuming but not admitting that the 
meter is found to be MNR in the aforesaid period, then it is the obligatory 
duty of the licensee to furnish on record the meter testing report so as to 
ascertain whether the meter is actually found to be MNR or not. 

ii. Duties of the Meter Reader as specified by the licensee: Taking Meter 
Readings and billing at spot, of energy consumption including delivering 
the bills at spot, maintenance of Meter Reading books and other incidental 
works thereto including associated clerical work arranging and re-arranging 
pro forma bills, check working of Meters, Meter Seals and General condition 
of installation during routine Meter Reading, make note in the diary and 

record ina register regarding defects, deficiencies and unauthorized 
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connections and reconnections etc, etc. Reporting the Section Officer 
regarding any abnormalities in the readings, change in nature of 
installation, suspected pilferage of energy etc. noticed during the course of 
meter readings. Here it is also evident to note that the Meter Reader of the 

licensee, did visit the premises of the complainant since from the date of 
service of the above said installation, more specifically during the disputed 
period i.e. from Oct 2018 to March 2020, the Meter Reader ought to have 
reported to the concerned Authority regarding slow recording wherein his 
duty mandates him to do so. 

iv. During the inspection / testing by the Licensee, if the meter is found to be 
not recording (for any reasons other than tampering) the Consumer shall be 
billed for a period of not more than six billing months, here in this case the 
consumer has been billed for nearly 3 years. 

v. Even assuming but not admitting it is also submitted that in terms of 
KERC (Electricity Supply) Code, 2004 and its amendments (Notified in 
Karnataka Gazette dated: 2.12.2004) it is the duty of the licensee to test the 
metering equipment and repair or replace the metering equipment within 
the specified time frame, the licensee has failed to do so and left to accrue 
such huge deman. 

vi. It is also important to note that, if at all the licensee's meter reader had 
found such error as alleged (while reading the meter on his monthly visit) 
which cannot be ignored he could have replaced/rectified the error by 
whatever means it is possible; now the consumer alone shall not be held 
responsible for such error. If at all the concerned individual had taken 
positive steps to replace/rectify the error witnessed as alleged, then there 
would not be such huge arrears accumulated so far. Due to the alleged 
lapses of the respondent individual the installation was allowed to accrue 
the arrears to the tune of 59805/- during the month of March 2021. 

vii. Even assuming but not admitting in terms of clause 27.04(vii) of Conditions 
of Supply in the event of delay in replacing/rectification of the meter the 
licensee is liable to pay a rebate of 5% on the monthly energy bills if the 
delay persists for more than 15 days as under: 
a. If at all the licensee fails to attend the complaint then the licensee is 

bound to pay the consumer a rebate at the rate of 5% on the monthly 
energy bills if the delay persists for more than 15 days. 

b. The Assessing Officer sitting as supervisory/appellate authority is 
prayed to take the aforesaid facts into consideration and not by cryptic 
and non-speaking orders by simply terming it as short claim charges 
which will cover up the illegal acts of the Individual Licensee by shifting 
burden on the Consumer, which is wholly illegal and unsustainable 
under law. 

vii. The complainant further wishes to reserve their right to refer the matter to 
the Electrical Inspectorate as it is the only Authority to ascertain the short 
claim with respect to faulty/burnt meter in terms of Clause 27 of 
Conditions of Supply and sub section 6 of Section 26 of the Electricity Act 
1910. This Authority may please note that the licensee is bound by those 
provisions of the erstwhile Indian Electricity Act 1910 that are not 
inconsistent with the Electricity Act 2003, particularly in the context of 
Electricity Meters. 

This is for your kind information and further needful. 
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22802 1C/ 6171349000 

06-03-2021 

B¢ndoBdo3 d. 

15 KW 

23-04-2014 

LT3 

59805/ 

eaT-2018 ood oog-2020 dooi 
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1) dmOB: 31-03-2021 dooo do.10000/- JDeO to,: 617134902804 

2) Ooo8: 31-06-2021 doco da.25000/- ddeO Koa,; 617134976137 
3) o8: 25-10-2021 doa do.10000/- JDEO To: 617134992141 

4) OmoB: 19-09-2022 do do.10000/- dbEO Ntos3,: 617134963604 
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JsDOT:23-04-2014 

wt�eeot-2018 Ootd atod-2020 d wsae sdO Tsdg Normal 

JNOT:12-09-2022 dow 

do 

2. Be ssoasoDed sedd, sd doa 22802 1C dea ddy 1s ., Da,as 
JvOT:23-04-2014 dou 

aodÅEIieoDadoo. vteesOË-2018 Ôots aaF-2020 d essÙ aodt M.N.R 
esndos . 
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5) Dmo8: 19-10-2022 dos do.20000/- dDeO NOB,: 617134921160 
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S.12.03.2020 

(RR No: 228021C) 

Regulation 27.04 gTd soo, oord 

Fetao o-580023. 

Jot:06-03 
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